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Ninety-three was departing and scattering,—would she ever be reunited? In sympathy, yes; in reality, never. Never! what a terrible meaning does that word convey, and yet how little can the human mind comprehend it!

Four months have passed, and again old Rogers corridor echoes with the busy tread of hurrying feet, the scuffle of the crowd, the confused babel of varied and numerous voices. The very activity and liveliness set the thinker to moralizing upon the transiency of even greatness. A young and inexperienced class replaces the renowned Ninety-three, and Tech goes on just the same. What, then, is local fame? Merely a step, a rung in the ladder to eternity. It is but one among the many, and yet it gives all climbers who reach it a helpful lift.

Well, '97, profit by the example of your predecessors, and THE TECH will never regret the welcome it now extends to you. Ninety-four, Ninety-five, and Ninety-six, you are at home here, and as hosts must do your duty by the new arrivals. All of you have a beneficial and eventful past to influence the unknown future, and Technology has prepared herself during the summer to do her share for your advancement. Many familiar faces are no longer here. May they, as well as the latest graduates, be the proud possessors of "lucrative positions" innumerable.

Nothing cheers the soul like the hearty grasp of a good friend's hand; so THE TECH now "shakes" with professor and student alike to the happiness and success of the months to come.

IT is needless for THE TECH to say that the resignation of Professor Levermore is a matter of profound regret to Technology, and